
Vaccine Passports : observation and analysis of war vector scenarios

Passports are federal jurisdiction under section 91 & 92 of the British North America Act of 
1867, the 1982 Constitution is illegal with the corresponding illegal transfer of power, 
changing or replacing the form of government is also illegal, which includes allegiance to a 
foreign criminal entity, a supranational government, foreign jurisdiction, illegal agreements, 
agendas and proxy government and other related arbitrary decrees;

This also means that political parties like NDP with allegiance to the socialist international is 
also illegal and everyone in that party, as treason before being elected is already de facto, 
imagine after being elected and Elections Canada does not have the integrity or national 
security intel or character to make a basic decision and certainly there exists people that are 
not able to recognize a true national security threat. 

The illegal political party, illegal and treasonous party constitutions and illegal laws, along with 
all those participating in such demonic totalitarian genocidal sociopathic and psychopathic 
agendas and actions with such things as the BC vaccine passports and Ontario Health Pass, 
and other related type on a global spectrum regardless of jurisdiction, with all the related 
unethical and unconstitutional so called laws and regulations, which also includes, 

along with the extortion, terrorism, coercement against enterprise and people and their willing 
and willful involvement is also represented as allegiance to the same cause, agenda, political 
party and characteristic, regardless of slight differences in so called political factions, and 
such political factions represent governments, governments masquerading as a religion, 
religions and cults, which include satanic, evil and other criminal, homicidal, genocidal, serial 
killing, ritual killing, toxic, sexually immoral entities and actions, in addition to other anti nation 
state anti sovereignty and anti health sovereignty options, and represents a state of war and 
incorrigible character, with the related "enemies foreign and domestic", "wars of aggression", 
"acts of aggression", "enemy combatants", "collaborateur" that identifies by observation the 
enemy, agendas, protocols, agreements or other war vector scenarios, of which such 
identification and observation is above reproach or criticism and not subject to so called illegal 
"hate crimes" or "hate speech", represent personal, national, race and character specific and 
global security threats;

as simple recognition of proxy warfare, asymmetrical warfare, enforced genocide, which also 
includes the threat of employment termination if one is not vaccinated, and in most cases, 
double vaccinated, and can certainly include timelines related to elections and voting, or a 
persons ability to enter a public space, space time restrictions related to voting or other 
qualifications or disqualification, otherwise known as "being a bastard engaged in election 
fraud" "cheater and fraud" of which such figure of speech may represent known or unknown 
pedigree, whether for voting or any other activity, without over simplification of being 
liberalism, liberal fascist, pharmaceutical, medical, or vaccine dictatorship, pro-genocide 
culture, pro-death, pro-sickness, pro-disease, pro-death, pro-slavery, that also includes being 
anti peace, order and good government, anti health, anti-freedom, anti-independence, anti-
sovereignty in both nation state and personal jurisdictions which has both personal property 
rights and health sovereignty concerning freedom of choice, freedom of association, mobility 
rights;
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Additionally, those who are not real Canadians, in a position of power, evidently they do not 
rule against anyone in their tribe, that same basic foreigner (who is not a real Canadian 
founding people), that is trying to take over the country and currently engaged in a coup d'état 
as well as genocide;

and as a result, "enemies foreign and domestic" "enemy combatants" "wars of aggression" 
"acts of aggression" , "collaborateurs" which also includes being a "terrorist" which is the use 
of force or the threat of the use of force, and also includes judges of any jurisdiction including 
federal who have exercised considerable illegal power from the illegal 1982 Constitution with 
the corresponding illegal transfer of power, as well as changing the form of government, and 
the elimination of a successor government as defined with the British North America Act of 
1867;

anyone enforcing vaccine passports is also a traitor and is considered a national security 
threat with all the corresponding definitions as mentioned, and the penalty of treason is ...

The liberal fascist media which is owned, controlled, voted, edited by the enemies of Canada 
and real Canadian founding people, and guilty of censoring and engaged in hate speech, and 
whose associated tribe is also subverting and corrupting laws and regulation to enable and 
enforce so called "hate speech" are themselves guilty of hate speech, hate, genocide, war, 
acts of war, proxy war, acts of aggression,  information war, including disinformation, 
misinformation, outright lies and deception, including those who deny that the virus was never 
isolated, or the denial of alternative cures and health remedies, or denial that the vaccine is 
actually a bio-weapon, all represent those who are totally unfit and disqualified from 
exercising influence and power in any governing jurisdiction or entity, directly or indirectly;

Newspapers and television and radio stations promoting the war and open hostility and 
discrimination and violence against the unvaccinated, also represents and actually is hate 
speech, harassment and acts of genocide and war, of which all entities and personnel are 
hereby ordered a cease and desist order or face the total destruction of assets and retaliation 
without limitation as a result of the incorrigible acts and total warfare and genocide;

Vaccine passports are promoted by traitors and those engaged in crimes of genocide and 
war, it is an illegal expropriation of power, it is also criminal in terms of "cruel and unusual 
treatment" and against the criminal code, in addition to the control freak nature and contrary 
to freedom of conscience, freedom of choice, freedom of association, which also corresponds 
with the Nuremberg trials concerning medical experimentation;

The medical experimentation is not a license to cause sickness, disease, pain death or total 
genocide against a species, especially without informed consent, of which the mass 
censorship of truth, elimination of certain persons of interest and influence, communication, 
aka/also known as the first amendment and freedom of speech, with additional illegal hate 
speech laws initiated and enforced or proxy enforcement by those who are guilty of hate 
crimes, hate speech and hate law, which is completely contrary to such finer more advanced 
civilization elements as the Magna Carta and even the ten commandments, as a result of de 
facto voting, ownership, control, editing and censoring capabilities of mass communication, as 
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well as government or otherwise proxy government, such as the CBC, which may also be 
influenced by "enemies foreign and domestic", "enemy combatants", "collaborateurs" or other 
decrees, and the label of misinformation, conspiracy theory or other such hate speech fake 
definitions, and the reality of a greatly neutralized freedom of speech in the population, to say 
someone has or agrees to have had informed consent it totally baseless, bogus and an 
astronomical impossibility, as there is no real freedom of choice when one considers the 
degree of deception, including spiritual demonic forces and the trauma and fear based mind 
control elements and other psychological operations at work, deceptions and lies;

A minister of defence who cannot identify an enemy, who cannot identify a bio-weapon, who 
cannot identify an "invasion", or a "real national security threat", or continues to allow "foreign 
enemy troops in Canada", such as the Chinese, "enemies foreign and domestic", "enemy 
combatants", "wars of aggression", "acts of aggression", "electoin fraud" "conflicts of interest" 
"treason" and "high treason", "biological warfare" "information war against citizens" "trauma 
based and fear based and related mind control" "supra-national governments, entities, 
agendas, policies and protocols" "anti-nation state sovereignty" and who is actively engaged 
in genocide against real Canadian founding people, and or not doing anything about it, 
including the recognition of such activities and national security threats, and not against those 
who are against the founding people is also committing treason and disqualified, and is a 
minister of genocide, crime, invasion, in addition to being a "collaborateur" with the anti-nation 
state agenda and enforcement of supra-national entities and illegal agreements and agendas;

the BC NDP party (and every NDP federal or provincial party) and related sexual and immoral 
degenerates and character deficient and totally disqualified, including any other political party 
in ay province or territory, is an illegal party and is also engaged in treason, genocide, war, 
immorality and use of bio-weapons, engaged in biological war and economic war, with 
allegiance to the socialist international, which is illegal and different form of government than 
the British North America Act of 1867. 

Forced vaccination is also an act of terrorism, which is the use of force and the threat of the 
use of force, and the use of the word vaccine is also fraudulent mis-representation, deception, 
subversion, as the vaccine is purposely labelled and not according to the reality of being an 
actual BIO-WEAPON, in addition to mass sterilization, mass poisoning, trans-humanism, 
transgenic, gene modification, technocracy and related super imposed over control, such as 
electro chemical influence, microwave 5G and nano technology military bio-weapon 
deployment, including illegal space based 5G technology, the corruption of the body and 
species, the degradation of health, freedom and thinking ability, including the use of the Fun 
Vax "vaccine" bio-weapon, against the VMAT2 aka God gene, utilized to stunt and destroy 
soul development and higher spiritual faculties and such basic appreciation of peace, order 
and good government, truth, beauty, goodness, and things related to spiritual development, 
character building, mystical experiences, divine inspiration and higher faculties which may be 
known as going in the direction of greater knowledge and understanding of the superior 
reasoning power of God, of which some reading of Galatians 5:22 concerning the the fruit of 
the spirit, and contrasted with the works of the flesh, and as realized by many, a lot more 
detail in the "mark of the beast" versus "the people of God" and related polarization, conflicts 
and problematic realities and amplified potentials for end of the world clash, of which there will 
be no doubt about who can make war with the beast...;
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Additionally, declaring war either officially or unofficially, and other related acts of aggression 
and acts of war, is the use of violence, assault, the use of hate speech against those who are 
vaccine hesitant aka "anti-vaxxers" is also hate speech;

proxy war and asymmetrical warfare, psychological operations, related social experiments 
and the promotion of gene modification technology, labelling so called "anti-vaxxers' as the 
cause of the problem is also vexing with the use of fear and trauma based mind control, not to 
mention the additional stressors on the general population of polarity driven civil war potential;

the use of police or military force to enforce vaccination is also genocide, treason, criminal 
and total breach of trust and violation of the Defence Mission, in the case of national defence 
and violation of the highest principals of serve and protect essential for police service to 
enable mutual respect and integrity, and anyone involved in such operations is totally unfit 
and disqualified for public service, in particular national defence, and this requires immediate 
resignation, or face the penalty of treason, with which can be executed by anyone without 
penalty of crime for doing the country a service;

the 40,000 or so registered sex offenders in Canada don't need a passport or other identifying 
technology such as QR codes, as it is against the privacy rights? What about those who do 
no harm and simply not into the fake vaccine which is a bio-weapon? rights for mastermind 
criminal genocide maniacs but not for peace, order and good government real Canadians? 
Hmmm...

Also, to label those who are against force vaccination as "irresponsible and dangerous" is 
also hate speech and an act of war, treason, genocide, and is in itself irresponsible and 
dangerous, and represents an imbecile and someone totally unfit and disqualified for public 
office or influence at the least;

Justin Trudeau aka Castro and Chrystia Freeland (identity fraud) are also engaged in treason 
and high treason, (see presscore.ca) as well as everyone and every entity engaged with the 
promotion and enforcement of forced vaccination aka sickness, disease and death by bio-
weapon, which also represents sociopathic, psychopathic, homicidal and serial killing 
characteristics; only a real Canadian nationalist Minister of Defence would recognize that as a 
national security threat;

https://canada-confederation.ca/Welcome/Anti-Peace-Order-Good-Government.html

Nation state sovereignty, personal health sovereignty, freedom of speech, freedom of 
association, freedom of conscience (for those who have one), made in Canada, are all things 
essential, along with faith, family, freedom and free enterprise, and freedom of speech in 
public communications by real Canadians are fundamental inalienable rights, along with 
private property and the right to self defence, which includes defending against the force 
vaccine bio-weapon genocide maniacs, as well as the microwave technology bio-weapons, 
microwave towers, smart meters, 5G and related warfare.
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in the end, the use of violence may be retaliated or compensated with more violence, the only 
thing that is recognized, like a polarity, demons versus angels, genocide maniacs versus pro-
life, slavery versus freedom, death versus life, sickness and disease versus health and 
vitality, lies and deception versus truth and honesty, the lake of fire and destruction of the soul 
versus immortal life and godly character....

Anyone who claims this article is hate speech is guilty of hate speech and is deceived;

Anyone financing efforts or engaged in efforts, to combat so called "mis-information" is 
engaged in "information war" and "psychological operations", "acts of war", "acts of 
aggression", being a "collaborateur", "enemies foreign and domestic", "enemy combatants" in 
addition to foreign or domestic influence, regardless of status, entity, jurisdiction or otherwise;

what is it going to be? Do or Die? What will you decide?

Why not ask the real King of England (kingof.uk & kingjohnthethird.uk) what he says about all 
that, eh?
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